Dealing With Sexual Harassment
From Customers and Clients
Presented by Linda LeTendre
Third Party Sexual Harassment In The
Workplace
Third Party Sexual Harassment is sexual harassment
committed by someone who is not an employee or
supervisor. Examples of this are customers, Venders,
delivery persons or anyone that the employer has a
business relationship with. Three forms of workplace
sexual harassment can be verbal/written, physical or
visual.

Historical Culture of Subjugation and
Sexualization of Women
There is a long history of the subjugation,
objectification and sexualization of women in
our culture. There is still a dominance of men
in our society and culture. See some
examples below.
Patriarchy society is where men hold the control
and make all the rules. An example is when the
family name comes from the man in the family.
It wasn't until 1974 that RBG ruled that women
can get credit cards or loans in their own name.
Media Headlines in a passive voice: Woman
raped -Vs- Men who raped woman.

ASK YOURSELF THIS: WHY IS THERE EDUCATION ON HOW NOT TO GET
RAPED BUT NOTHING TO
TEACH MEN NOT TO RAPE!!!~

You Absolute ly DO NOT
need to be NICE all the
time. and here is why......
You know you've heard it. "you should
smile more".
We were not put on this earth for the
entertainment of men. We've all been
taught that we have to "be nice" but
heres the double standard.
If a man is assertive he's a leader if a woman is
assertive she's a bitch.
If a man is promiscuous he's a stud if a woman is
promiscuous she's a slut.
Mothers who focus on their career are
considered bad mothers but we shake our heads
in disbelief when we hear about the occasional
stay-at-home dad and hail him a hero

There's a challenge in the service
industry to make sure that a customer
is treated well and enjoys their
experience within a particula
busisiness. You do NOT need to
sacrifice your dignity, comfort or
control to accomplish this."
78% of women and 55% of men reported sexual harassment by customers
50% women 47% men, and 60% trans workers characterized the behavior as “scary” or “unwanted”
30% of women, 22% of men, and 40% of transgender workers said inappropriate touching was a
“common occurrence”

How and What to Say In
The Face Of Third Party
Sexual Harassme nt

Learn to be assertive with para-linguistic cues,

words body language, eye contact, tone and

cadence.

Make no mistake these men are predators

counting on you to act as prey and they thrive

off of passiveness.

Be Civil but STRONG and DIRECT
Square your shoulders stand up straight and make direct
eye contact.
Do not use the words" i"m sorry but, thank you but or i'm
flattered but.
Do not mince words. "I'm NOT interested, You are old
enough to be my Father. NO. You need to stop. our
company has a policy against fraternizing with customers
Use Humor "can my husband/boyfriend come too?
Redirect verbally, "Is there anything else I can get you?
would you like more...Suger, soda, bread etc.
Redirect physically "(try to move them along to another
area of the business) when possible "you can pick your
order up over there, you can find___ over there."
Touching- "Do NOT touch Me, Get your hands off of me
Any form of unwanted touch crosses the line into a criminal action that can
result in the arrest of the perpetrator.
KNOW YOUR RIGHTS- YOUR BODY YOUR CHOICE

Other Tips And
Tricks
Safety First
If you ever feel afraid of retaliation or revenge from a
patron or you are afraid to walk out alone.
Call for police escort
Get a freind or family member and keep them on
the phone.
Ask a co-worker to walk with you
Talk to your employer about additional safety
measures.

Set Boundaries from the Start
You owe them nothing but to do
your job no matter how much they
may tip you. That's their choice.
Do not accept gifts
Do not give out personal information
The Moxxi Women's Foundation has singeage
available for business to post prominently
sending a clear message to patrons that Poor
behavior toward employees will not be
tolerated.
These can be found at
MoxxiWomen'sFoundation.com just pay
shipping or
for more information call (518)226-5982
Moxxi Women's Foundation
1105 Route 32 Stillwater, NY 12170
MoxxiWomensFoundation.com
MoxxiWomensFoundaiton@gmail.com (518)226-5982

